We demonstrate the possibility of room-temperature, thermal equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of exciton-polaritons in a multiple quantum well (QW) system composed of InGaAs quantum wells surrounded by InP barriers, allowing for the emission of light near telecommunication wavelengths. The QWs are embedded in a cavity consisting of double slanted pore (SP2) photonic crystals composed of InP. We consider exciton-polaritons that result from the strong coupling between the multiple quantum well excitons and photons in the lowest planar guided mode within the photonic band gap (PBG) of the photonic crystal cavity. The collective coupling of three QWs results in a vacuum Rabi splitting of 3% of the bare exciton recombination energy. Due to the full three-dimensional PBG exhibited by the SP2 photonic crystal (16% gap to mid-gap frequency ratio), the radiative decay of polaritons is eliminated in all directions. Due to the short exciton-phonon scattering time in InGaAs quantum wells of 0.5 ps and the exciton non-radiative decay time of 200 ps at room temperature, polaritons can achieve thermal equilibrium with the host lattice to form an equilibrium BEC. Using a SP2 photonic crystal with a lattice constant of a = 516 nm, a unit cell height of √ 2a = 730 nm and a pore radius of 0.305a = 157 nm, light in the lowest planar guided mode is strongly localized in the central slab layer. The central slab layer consists of 3 nm InGaAs quantum wells with 7 nm InP barriers, in which excitons have a recombination energy of 0.944 eV, a binding energy of 7 meV and a Bohr radius of a B = 10 nm. We take the exciton recombination energy to be detuned 35 meV above the lowest guided photonic mode so that an exciton-polariton has a photonic fraction of approximately 97% per QW. This increases the energy range of small-effective-mass photonlike states and increases the critical temperature for the onset of a Bose-Einstein condensate. With three quantum wells in the central slab layer, the strong light confinement results in light-matter coupling strength ofhΩ = 13.7 meV. Assuming an exciton density per QW of (15a B ) −2 , well below the saturation density, in a 2-D box-trap with a side length of 10 to 500 µm, we predict thermal equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensation well above room temperature. 
Introduction
With increasingly advanced fabrication technologies, semiconductor nanostructures are becoming more and more important in the study of cavity quantum electrodynamics and strong lightmatter interaction. Elementary excitations in semiconductor crystals, known as excitons, have been extensively studied in the literature [1] . The confinement of excitons to regions of lowdimensionality, such as two-dimensional quantum wells or "zero-dimensional" quantum dots, is of particular interest because the quantum confinement can drastically alter the electronic density of states [1, 2] . In the case of quantum wells (QWs), the use of an optical cavity to confine light to the QW region allows for strong exciton-photon coupling and the formation of exciton-polaritons. These exciton-polaritons are associated with normal mode splitting into a lower and upper polariton branch and they behave as bosonic quasi-particles (for small densities) with a "half-light" and "half-matter" nature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The strong photon-exciton coupling causes the lower polaritons to have a sharp minimum in their dispersion. The depth of this minimum, referred to as the dispersion depth, is governed by the exciton-photon detuning and the light-matter coupling strength. The dispersion depth plays a central role in exciton-polariton Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) physics. For deeper dispersion depths, the polaritons tend to occupy the low energy photonlike states that have smaller effective masses as opposed to the higher energy excitonlike states with electron-like effective masses. At the minimum of the lower polariton dispersion, the strong light-matter coupling endows the polaritons with an effective mass on the order of 10 −5 of the bare electron mass. Due to their small effective mass and their bosonic nature, exciton-polaritons in the lower branch are a candidate for high-temperature BEC. Roughly speaking, a BEC of exciton-polaritons occurs for a sufficiently large polariton density (at a fixed temperature) or for a sufficiently small temperature (at a fixed density) such that the thermal de Broglie wavelength h/ √ 2πmk B T is on the order of the interparticle spacing. At this critical density (or temperature), macroscopic occupation of the polariton ground state triggers a BEC.
To date, most exciton-polariton Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) experiments have been conducted in semiconductor microcavities composed of Fabry-Perot etalons, with quantum wells placed in the cavity where the peak of the field intensity occurs. Typically, only quasiequilibrium condensates are obtained because the condensate has almost reached thermal equilibrium with itself, but not with the host lattice [5, 9] . Quasi-equilibrium occurs when the relaxation kinetics for the polaritons act on the time scale of the polariton lifetime. The kinetics act fast enough for the condensate to almost reach self-equilibrium, but not fast enough for the polaritons to fully thermalize with the host lattice. For condensates in quasi-equilibrium, an effective temperature T eff can be assigned where T eff > T lat and T lat is the lattice temperature. As the condensates decay, they are replenished by a pumping laser. In experiments in Fabry-Perot type cavities, T eff is on the order of 10 K and the apparatus requires cooling by liquid helium.
Photonic band gap (PBG) materials offer three significant advantages over 1D Fabry-Perot cavities: (i) the 3D PBG architecture involves a higher dielectric contrast, enabling much smaller mode volume for trapped light and stronger exciton-photon coupling strength. (ii) The 3D PBG architecture enables breaking of the optical field polarization degeneracy in the plane of the quantum well. This leads to a doubling of the polariton density relevant to BEC for a given overall exciton density in the QW. For a 1D Fabry-Perot cavity, the polariton density is divided between two degenerate ground states. (iii) The 3D PBG eliminates radiative decay of polaritons to the extent desired in all spatial directions from a small (∼10 micron scale) trapped condensate. In a 1D Fabry-Perot cavity, a trapped condensate contains wave vector components that couple to degenerate off-normal optical modes leading to picosecond radiative decay of polaritons, even when the cavity quality factor is high. In contrast, the 3D PBG facilitates a long lifetime of the polariton BEC.
Indium-phosphide based PBG materials surrounding InGaAs quantum wells offer the opportunity for light emission from a polariton condensate at near-telecommunication wavelengths. In such light emission, quantum correlations between polaritons can be mapped onto quantum correlations of emitted photons. A source of non-classical states of light of this type may have applications in a futuristic quantum communication network.
Quasi-equilibrium BEC of exciton-polaritons has been experimentally achieved in CdTebased architectures [3] . Here, 16 CdTe-based QWs were embedded in a Fabry-Perot type cavity. A collective exciton-photon couplinghΩ = 13 meV and an effective temperature of T eff 19 K for quasi-equilibrium condensation was reported. CdTe-based architectures can be excited to high polariton densities, due to the relatively small excitonic Bohr radius (4.5 nm [10] ). This is smaller than the exciton radius in GaAs-based systems (10 nm [11] ), where similar densities would cause dissociation by exciton-exciton collisions. An advantage of CdTe-based QWs is that they can be fabricated to very high crystalline quality by molecular beam epitaxy [10] . The resulting inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton emission line (1 meV [10] ) is small compared to the light-matter coupling strength, and consequently, the lower polariton's dispersion depth remains relatively intact. However, the exciton recombination wavelength in CdTe of 750 nm [10] is far from the 1500 nm used in telecommunications.
Quasi-equilibrium BEC of exciton-polaritons has also been reported in GaAs-based architectures. Here, 12 GaAs-based QWs in a Fabry-Perot type cavity provided a collective excitonphoton coupling of 6 meV and a quasi-equilibrium condensate at T eff 50 K while the lattice temperature was 4 K [4, 12, 13] . Here again, precise fabrication technologies reduce the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton emission line to 1 meV [14] . The large exciton Bohr radius of 10 nm [11] limits the stable polariton densities possible in GaAs-based QWs. The emission wavelength in GaAs-based QWs is 780 nm [11] .
Polariton lasing [15] and room-temperature metastable polariton condensates [16, 17] have been suggested in ZnO-based architectures. The metastable condensates [16, 17] , however, cannot be fit by a Bose distribution at a temperature T eff [5] , but the lattice is held at room temperature. Very large exciton-photon coupling ofhΩ = 60 meV [15, 16] andhΩ = 95 meV [17] have been reported. There have also been reports of strong coupling (hΩ = 100 meV) at room temperature between excitons in ZnO nanowires embedded in a Fabry-Perot cavity [18] . Unfortunately, the polariton lifetime in ZnO is approximately 0.1 ps [19] and the polariton-phonon scattering time is approximately 2 ps [15] . While the exciton Bohr radius in ZnO is only 1.8 nm [16] , the small excitons are very sensitive to local crystalline disorder, leading to a large inhomogeneous broadening value of 50 meV [16, 20] . As a result, the lower polariton dispersion is smeared. In ZnO based architectures, light emission occurs at 365 nm [15] very far from telecommunication wavelengths.
Claims of room-temperature polariton lasing from metastable polariton condensates have likewise been made in GaN-based architectures. Here, an effective temperature is not assigned to the condensate, while the host lattice is held at 300 K [21] . The authors report large excitonphoton coupling of approximately 25 meV. However, these condensates are not in thermal equilibrium or even quasi-equilibrium since the polariton lifetime is on the order of 1 ps and the thermalization time is the same [21] . In GaN, the small excitonic Bohr radius of 3.5 nm [21] allows for higher polariton densities than in GaAs. As in the case of ZnO, these small excitons are very sensitive to crystalline disorder, resulting in a large inhomogeneous broadening (30 meV [22, 23] ) of the exciton emission line. This inhomogeneous broadening significantly smears the lower polariton's dispersion depth. Light emission from GaN QWs occurs at about 365 nm [21] .
There have also been claims of polariton lasing and BEC in organic-based systems. For example, Ref. [24] reports polariton lasing from an anthracene microcavity at room temperature with an emission wavelength of 422 nm. In Ref. [25] , the authors claim (non-equilibrium) BEC of exciton-polaritons in a ladder-conjugated polymer active layer at room temperature, with an emission wavelength of 475 nm. There have also been reports of polariton lasing from biologically active protein-based materials [26] . Organic systems are advantageous for forming polariton condensates since the relevant electronic excitations are Frenkel excitons with approximately eV scale binding energies [24] and very large light-matter coupling strengths of hΩ = 75 meV [25] . Due to the small excitons, organic systems have a significantly increased saturation density. However, these systems have drawbacks that the optical cavities are often low quality, resulting in picosecond polariton lifetimes [27] . Moreover, relaxation of reservoir excitons into the LP branch is slow with the relaxation times ranging from 20 ps to 100 ps [24, 28] . This suggests that the polaritons in these systems cannot reach thermal equilibrium to form a true BEC.
There have also been claims of BECs of photons in cavities composed of curved mirrors filled with dyes [29] . The authors claim that the dye molecules act as a thermal reservoir and the photons thermalize to the temperature of the dye by scattering multiple times from the dye molecules [30] . These experiments exhibit characteristics of BECs such as a thermal distribu-tion in the photon spectrum and spatial narrowing above a certain pumping threshold [31] . However, the condensates exhibit fluctuations in the number of particles in the ground state on the order of N 0 where N 0 is the number of photons in the ground state [32] . This is unlike standard BECs in atomic systems [33] where the fluctuations are on the the order of √ N 0 [34] . A fundamental limitation in all the microcavity polariton experiments to date is that strong coupling promotes rapid radiative decay of excitons and the condensates created in 1D FabryPerot cavities are too short lived to obtain thermal equilibrium. Even with high-quality factor cavities, the polariton lifetime is on the order of 200 ps [13, 35] due to the strong coupling to extraneous optical modes. The thermalization time is possibly on the same order [9] . In optical cavities based on photonic band gap materials [36] [37] [38] , strong coupling to a desired mode is achieved without rapid radiative decay into extraneous modes, irrespective of the condensate trapping area. Moreover, PBG cavities confine light to the QW regions more strongly than Fabry-Perot type cavities. This is because in the PBG materials, the photonic crystal is air filled, allowing for a stonger dielectric contrast than in Fabry-Perot type cavities, where the dielectric contrast is between two III-V semiconductors [3, 4] . This stronger light confinement enhances the photon-exciton coupling in the QW regions. At the same time, the full threedimensional band gap inhibits the radiative decay of exciton-polaritons in all directions, increasing the exciton-polariton lifetime, possibly to the order of nanoseconds [39] . Non-radiative decay processes that may act on a 100 ps time scale [40] , leave the exciton-polaritons enough time to thermalize with the host lattice.
In this article, we consider the thermal equilibrium room-temperature BEC of excitonpolaritons in In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As (which we simply refer to as InGaAs) QWs with InP barriers in an optical cavity composed of double slanted pore InP photonic crystals [41] . We consider a structure composed with two to three QWs sandwiched between the slanted pore crystals, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . InGaAs wells surrounded by InP allow for the emission of light near the telecommunications band of 1.5 µm. Blended in the specified proportions, InGaAs has a direct band gap of 0.8215 eV and InP has a direct band gap of 1.42 eV [42] . The lateral confinement of the excitons induced by the QW causes electrons and holes to occupy subbands in the InGaAs QWs. In 3 nm InGaAs wells surrounded by 7 nm InP barriers, the heavy hole-conduction electron exciton has a recombination energy of 0.944 eV, corresponding to an optical wavelength of 1.3 µm. Another advantage to using InGaAs-based quantum wells is that there exists well developed fabrication techniques for InGaAs/InP QWs such as metalorganic chemical vapor deposition [43] . With these precise fabrication technologies, the inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton's emission line is on the order of 1 meV [44] . This ensures that the lower polariton's dispersion depth remains unsmeared.
There are several advantages to the slanted pore PBG architecture for the optical cavity. First, slanted pore photonic crystals exhibit a large three dimensional band gap. Our InP slanted pore crystal with dielectric constant 10.88 [42] and pore radius of 0.305a (where a is x-y the lattice constant as shown in Fig. 1(a) ), exhibits a 3D PBG with gap-to-midgap ratio of 16%. This is a larger PBG than possible with woodpile crystals [45, 46] , and leads to stronger exciton-photon coupling as well as better protection for the resulting polariton from radiative decay. The second significant advantage of the slanted pore architecture is that the x-y symmetry in the plane of the quantum wells is broken. By breaking the x-y symmetry, the two-fold degeneracy of the exciton-polaritons' ground state that exists in Fabry-Perot based and woodpile based cavities is lifted [46] . This allows for an increase in the effective polariton density available for BEC by a factor of two [46] . Despite the seemingly complex architecture, there exist technologies to fabricate slanted pore photonic crystals. For example, in Ref. [47] , the authors demonstrate a double-angled etching method to fabricate woodpile photonic crystals designed to operate in the telecommunications band. They indicate that this method could also be used to fabricate slanted pore crystals. They furthermore suggest that light-emitting quantum well layers could be fused with the photonic crystal using wafer bonding technology. Ref. [48] demonstrates the fabrication of woodpile photonic crystals with a band gap in the visible frequencies, using a silicon double inversion of polymer template technique. The authors indicate that this technique is also suitable for the fabrication of slanted pore photonic crystals. In Ref.
[49], the authors demonstrate directly the fabrication of slanted pore crystals out of titanium oxide with a band gap in the visible wavelengths, using ion beam lithography. Slanted pore photonic crystals can also be fabricated using direct laser writing [50] .
In this paper, we use plane wave expansion to compute the photonic band structure and electric field distributions in our proposed structure. We then compute the exciton-photon coupling strength and the critical temperature for the onset of an exciton-polariton BEC, assuming that the exciton-polaritons are non-interacting spinless bosons in a box trap. Our results suggest that thermal equilibrium above-room-temperature exciton-polariton BEC is possible with light emission near telecommunication wavelengths. By considering three 3 nm InGaAs wells surrounded by 7 nm InP barriers, we obtain a light-matter coupling strength of 13.7 meV. Using three such QWs, and by detuning the exciton 35 meV above the cavity photonic mode, we obtain a lower polariton dispersion depth of approximately 40 meV that is entirely protected within a 3D PBG. This gives a polariton effective mass of approximately 5 × 10 −6 of the bare electron at the bottom of the lower polariton's dispersion. This dispersion depth also defines the energy scale for stability of the polariton with respect to thermal fluctuations. Strong-coupling implies that the polariton can form quickly compared to the time scale of thermal fluctuations. The bare exciton binding energy is only 7 meV, making it unstable to room-temperature thermal fluctuations. However, once polariton formation occurs, an energy greater than the dispersion depth must be provided by the thermal reservoir for the exciton to dissociate. This is improbable, even at room temperature. Assuming that the polaritons are trapped in a two-dimensional box trap with a side length in the range of D = 10 − 500 µm, with an exciton density per QW of (15a B ) −2 , our calculations suggest that a thermal equilibrium BEC of polaritons could occur for temperatures as high as 436 K.
Polaritons in a Slanted Pore Photonic Crystal Cavity
We consider exciton-polaritons in an optical cavity composed of slanted-pore photonic crystals sandwiching a thin planar slab containing quantum wells as shown in Fig. 1(a) .The central slab introduces planar guided photonic modes within the upper part of the 3D PBG [38] as shown in Fig. 1(b) . We consider the strong coupling between a photon in the lowest guided photonic mode and an exciton. This results in reversible spontaneous emission and normal mode splitting into a lower and upper branch of polaritons, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
We choose the pore radius and the central slab width to have a sufficient remaining band gap between the lowest guided photonic mode and the lower bulk three-dimensional band edge to ensure that the entire lower polariton (LP) branch is protected from radiative decay. This is shown in Fig. 1(c) . The periodicity in the z-direction is √ 2a where a is the lattice constant (center-to-center distance between two parallel pores) of the crystal in the x-y direction so that pores criss-cross at 90 degrees. The lattice constant a ≈ 500 nm is chosen to place the lowest guided photonic mode near resonance with the excitonic recombination energy. As the thickness of the central slab layer increases, more quantum wells can be accomodated leading to enhancement of the light-matter coupling strength. However, the remaining band gap decreases. By choosing a slab thickness of 0.07a and a pore radius of 0.305a, we obtain a 3D photonic band gap with a gap-to-midgap ratio of 16% that is partially filled with 2D planar guided modes. The remaining band gap between the lowest guided photonic mode and the lower three-dimensional band edge is 10.8% and the remaining band gap between the lower Fig. 1(a) in the first Brillouin Zone of −π/a ≤ k x , k y ≤ π/a. The shaded grey areas represent the bulk 3D bands of the slanted pore crystal. The curves in the photonic band gap denote confined 2D guided modes introduced in the central slab layer, of which the lowest one is labelled in magenta. (c) A closer view of the band diagram around the photonic band gap. The excitonic recombination energy of E 0 = 944 meV (dashed black line) is detuned above the lowest guided photonic band by ∆ = 35 meV. The lower and upper polariton branches are shown in blue and red respectively. An exciton-photon coupling ofhΩ = 13.7 meV is used in obtaining the polariton dispersion curves.
polariton dispersion minimum and the lower three-dimensional band edge is 10.2%, relative to the PBG center frequency.
The electric field of a photonic mode in the heterostructure can be written as
where ρ symbolizes the displacement vector in the x-y plane, z represents the vertical displacement from the center of the central slab layer in the z-direction and p is a discrete photonic band index. Since the translational symmetry of the slanted pore photonic crystal is broken only in the z-direction, each photonic mode p is further indexed by a two-dimensional wave vector k = (k x , k y ) in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the photonic crystal such that −π/a ≤ k x , k y ≤ π/a. The angular frequency of a photon in the band p of wave vector k is ω p,k and ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity. S is the cross-sectional area in the x-y plane of the system and u p,k (ρ, z) is the Bloch amplitude of the electric field. To obtain the Bloch amplitudes u p,k (ρ, z), we use the MIT Photonic Bands software package [51] in which the fields are normalized so that
is the spatially varying dielectric function.
In Fig. 2(a) , we show the electric field intensity of the lowest 2D guided photonic mode over the central plane (z = 0) of the central slab layer. The Hamiltonian for the combined photon and exciton system in the rotating wave approximation is [52]:Ĥ
whereĤ exc ,Ĥ ph andĤ int are the excitonic, photonic and interaction terms of the Hamiltonian, respectively. E exc (k) is the energy of an exciton with center-of-mass wave vector k and G n = (n x , n y ) 2π a is a reciprocal lattice vector for the 3D photonic crystal parallel to the QW plane. β l,α,k is the annihilation operator for an exciton [53, 54] in the l th quantum well, with wave vector k and polarization α. The polarization α can be either longitudinal (L), transverse (T) or normal (Z). For L and T excitons, the exciton's polarization vector is in the plane of the quantum well and is, respectively, parallel or perpendicular to the exciton's center of mass wave vector that also lies in the plane of the quantum well. For Z excitons, the exciton's polarization vector is normal to the quantum well plane, regardless of the exciton's center of mass wave vector. In this work, we focus on the L and T polarizations of the exciton, since in the central slab layer the z-component of the electric field of the lowest guided mode is much weaker than the xand y-components, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . As a result, the coupling of the electric field to the Z-excitons will be weaker than for the L and T polarizations. In Eq. (2c),â p,k is the annihilation operator of a photon of frequency ω p,k in the p th band with wave vector k. In the interaction term,Ω l,α,n,p,k represents the coupling strength between an exciton of polarization α and wave vector k + G n in the l th quantum well with a photon in the p th band of wave vector k. The coupling strength is given by [52] 
and that of the z-component (solid line, multiplied by a factor of 10) 
With an appropriate choice of the lattice constant a, the energy minimum of the lowest guided photonic modehω 0 can be made close to the exciton recombination energy of E 0 . Taking the lattice constant to be a = 516 nm, we find thathω 0 = 909 meV (35 meV below the exciton recombination energy) and the effective mass along the x-direction at the Y-point is m In the sum over p in Eq. (2), we retain only the lowest guided photonic band. In this case, the effective exciton-photon Hamiltonian becomes:
where we have defined a collective exciton operatorb k such that
b k annihilates an excitation of energy E exc (k) that is a superposition of excitons in quantum wells indexed by l, polarizations indexed by α = L, T , and momenta indexed by k + G n , weighted by the factorΩ l,α,n,k Ω k . The collective coupling constant Ω k represents the coupling strength of an excitation created byb † k to photons that have a wave vector k. To obtain the collective coupling strength Ω k , we compute the sum in Eq. (7b), using Eq. (3). We assume that the dipole transition matrix elements in the longitudinal and transverse directions are approximately equal, and we write d α ≈ d for α = L, T to find that
We then apply Parseval's theorem, which states that if a function can be written as a Fourier series over a region
. Applying Parseval's theorem to the Bloch amplitudes u k+G n (ρ, z l ), the collective coupling strength becomes:
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6) yields the dispersion relation of the lower polariton branch
where we have replaced Ω k with its value, Ω, at k = Q (Y ) . This is possible because Ω k varies very little in the immediate vicinity of Q (Y ) where the LP minimum occurs, as shown in Fig.  3(a) . In Fig. 3(b) , we show the lower polariton's dispersion over the first photonic Brillouin zone where we assume an exciton with a recombination energy of E 0 = 944 meV is resonant with the lowest guided photonic mode at Q (Y ) . The resulting collective coupling strength is hΩ = 13.7 meV using three quantum wells in the central slab layer. We define the dispersion depth V of the LP branch as the difference in energy between the exciton and the LP branch at Q (Y ) :
where
Here we neglect the excitonic dispersion, since the exciton is five orders of magnitude heavier than the cavity photon. We illustrate both V and ∆ in Fig. 3(c) . The dispersion depth plays a crucial role in determining the critical temperature T c for the onset of an exciton-polariton BEC. In particular, k B T c V [45]. For temperatures small compared to V /k B , polaritons occupy mainly the lowenergy photonlike states near the minimum of the LP branch with a reduced effective mass. Conversely, for temperatures on the order of or larger than V /k B , the polaritons occupy higher energy excitonlike states for which the effective mass is nearly that of the excitons themselves. In the latter case, the polariton density required for the onset of the BEC is very large. However, such polariton densities are usually unattainable, since the density of the polaritons' excitonic component is bounded above by the saturation density [57], at which exciton-exciton collisions cause the excitons to dissociate. Therefore, we do not expect a polariton BEC for temperatures greater than V /k B , no matter how small the effective mass near the minimum of the LP branch.
Photonic Structure Optimization
In this section, we examine the conditions necessary for obtaining a thermal equilibrium roomtemperature BEC of exciton-polaritons. In particular, we examine how the dispersion depth can be optimized with realistic choices of coupling strengthhΩ and detuning ∆. We also examine limitations on detuning for the thermalization of the exciton-polaritons. Using more than one quantum well will increase the light-matter coupling between excitons and photons up to a factor of N QW where N QW is the number of quantum wells in the system. The maximum enhancement occurs if the electric field intensity is the same in all quantum wells. This follows from the symmetrization and normalization of the exciton wave function. Let the state vector of an exciton of in the j th quantum well be φ j . Assuming that the field amplitude is the same in all quantum wells, there is an equal probability that the exciton can be excited in any of the N QW quantum wells. Therefore, the state vector for the exciton in the multiple-quantum well system can be written as
The coupling strength for multiple quantum wells is defined as the transition amplitudē hΩ MQW = Ψ, 0 photon Ĥ I 0, 1 photon whereĤ I = ∑ N QW j=1Ĥ j I is the exciton-photon interaction Hamiltonian for the multiple quantum well system andĤ j I is the exciton-photon Hamiltonian for the j th quantum well alone. The coupling strength for a single quantum well is given byhΩ QW = φ j , 0 photon Ĥ I 0, 1 photon which is independent of j, based on the assumption that the field amplitude is the same in each of the quantum wells. It then follows that Ω MQW /Ω QW = N QW / N QW = N QW . This increase in the collective coupling strength by considering N QW quantum wells is analagous to the Dicke model in atomic systems, where the collective light-matter coupling strength of an assembly of N two-level atoms increases by a factor of √ N relative to a single two level atom [54] . Another advantage to using multiple quantum wells is that the exciton density in any single quantum well can be considerably below the saturation density.
We consider the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) , in which a 0.07a central slab layer is sandwiched by periods of double slanted pore (SP2) crystals with a pore radius of 0.305a. The lattice constant a is chosen to be 516 nm to realize a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV. We consider all quantum wells to be composed of 3 nm InGaAs wells surrounded by 7 nm InP barriers. To obtain the largest possible enhancement to the coupling strength, we consider both the cases of QWs only in the central slab layer and the case of additional QWs in the first unit cell of SP2 both above and below the central slab layer. We start by placing a single QW in the central slab layer, for which we obtainhΩ = 8.0 meV. We increment the number of QWs in the central slab layer until we reach the maximum capacity of three QWs in the central slab to obtainhΩ = 13.7 meV. By maximally occupying the central slab layer with three QWs, there is a nearly √ 3 enhancement ofhΩ relative to one QW because the average field intensity of the field u Q (Y ) (ρ, z) over the x-y plane is the same in each quantum well. We then place the fourth QW in the SP2 crystal above the central slab layer and we place the fifth QW in the SP2 crystal below. We continue to symmetrically add QWs above and below the central slab layer until the first unit cell of SP2 both above and below the central slab layer is saturated with 149 QWs. This yields a collective coupling strength ofhΩ=20.2 meV. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig.  4 . The increase inhΩ in the vicinity of N QW = 70 can be understood by examining the average field intensity of the lowest guided mode u Q (Y ) (ρ, z) over the x-y plane as a function of vertical height z (see Fig. 2(b) ). The increase inhΩ (see Eq. (7b)) in the vicinity of N QW = 70 occurs because there is a small secondary peak in the field intensity at z ≈ ±0.75a ≈ ±400 nm, which are the z-positions of the 70 th and nearby QWs.
Our maximum coupling occurs when the central slab layer and the first unit cell of SP2 both above and below the central slab layer are saturated with a total of 149 QWs (hΩ = 20.2 meV). We expect quantum coherence can be maintained across all QWs placed within a range of (2 √ 2 + 0.07)a = 1496 nm which is on the order of one optical wavelength corresponding to exciton recombination at hc E 0 = 1313 nm. While pores in the QWs outside the central slab layer cause surface recombination of excitons, this effect can be mitigated by coating the inner surface of the pores with an approximately 10 nm wide layer of InP. Such a coating does not significantly alter the band structure of the heterostructure from that shown in Fig. 1(b) , and a 10.1% PBG between the LP dispersion minimum and the lower three-dimensional band edge remains. However, fabrication of a heterostructure containing 149 QWs is challenging. The more easily accessible structure with only three QWs in the central slab layer enables a sufficiently large LP dispersion depth (V = 40 meV) to realize room temperature equilibrium BEC.
We also consider the effect of varying the quantum well width on the collective coupling strengthhΩ. Specifically, we consider varying the width of the InGaAs QWs from 2 nm to 5 nm, while holding the InP barrier width fixed at 7 nm. As the quantum well width increases, the exciton binding energy decreases. The exciton binding energy and the recombination energy as a function of QW width are depicted in Fig. 5(a) . These are calculated, following the computational procedure outlined in [58] , taking the conduction electron and valence hole to have masses of m e = 0.01m 0 [55] and m h = 0.10m 0 [59] , respectively. We then compute the coupling strengthhΩ using a 0.07a central slab layer, sandwiched by SP2 crystals. The lattice constant a varies between 475 nm and 570 nm to enforce a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 5(c) , depicts the coupling strengthhΩ for various choices of the QW width in the central slab layer (three QWs), and for QWs filling the central slab and the first unit cell of SP2 above and below the central slab (approximately 150 QWs). Based on these results, the optimal QW width is 3 nm. This choice facilitates an exciton recombination energy (E 0 = 944 meV) close to the telecommunications band with a large collective coupling strength within the central slab layer, using three QWs.
Although a large detuning ∆ provides a large dispersion depth, it causes longer thermalization times for the exction-polaritons. For ∆ > 0, the LP branch is more photonlike, and polariton-phonon scattering is the dominant thermalization mechanism, while for ∆ < 0, the LP branch is more excitonlike and polariton-polariton scattering is more dominant [9] . While polariton-polariton scattering can thermalize the polariton gas, it cannot reduce the energy of the gas. Polariton-phonon scattering provides the dissipative cooling mechanism for the polaritons. We choose ∆ > 0 to increase the dispersion depth V , by a judicious choice of the lattice constant a, as shown in Fig. 5(d) . For ∆ = 35 meV, (a = 516 nm), and with a 0.07a central slab layer containing three QWs (hΩ = 13.7 meV), the dispersion depth is V = 40 meV. This provides a generous upper bound of 460 K on the critical temperature for the onset of an excitonpolariton BEC. In 3 nm InGaAs QWs with 7 nm InP barriers, the exciton-LO phonon scattering time at room temperature is approximately 0.5 ps [60] [61] [62] . At a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV, the exciton-polaritons have an exciton fraction per QW of approximately 3% which suggests a room temperature polariton-phonon scattering time of approximately 16 ps. We also estimate the exciton-exciton scattering time, based on theory [63, 64] and experiment [65] in InGaAs quantum wells with InP barriers to be approximately 1 ps. Therefore, at a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV, where the exciton-polaritons have an exciton fraction per QW of approximately 3%, we estimate that polariton-polariton scattering time is approximately 30 ps. The radiative decay of the exciton-polaritons is strongly inhibited by the 3D PBG of the SP2 crystals. Experimental study of optical cavities with photonic crystals [39, 66] suggests that the photonic lifetime in such cavities may range from 500 ps to 1 ns. Due to this extremely strong suppression of radiative decay, the exciton-polaritons decay non-radiatively on a time scale of about 200 ps at room temperature [40] . This is sufficient time for the exciton-polaritons to reach self-equilibrium and thermalize with their host lattice for full thermal equilibrium.
Exciton-Polariton BEC
It is well known that the formation of a BEC of identical non-interacting bosons in an infinite two-dimensional system is forbidden by the Mermin-Wagner theorem [67, 68] . However, in a finite two-dimensional system, a phase transition at a finite temperature T c is possible due to the discretization of the particles' energy spectrum [69, 70] . Accordingly, we consider excitonpolaritons confined in a finite two-dimensional box trap, in which the central slab layer has a finite length D in the x-and y-directions. Such finite-sized two-dimensional slab defects have been fabricated by Ogawa et. al. [71, 72] . Their structure consists of woodpile photonic crystals sandwiching a 0.5 µm to 3 µm sized InGaAsP multiple QW layer to emit light in the range of 1.45 µm to 1.60 µm, around the telecommunications wavelength of 1.5 µm.
To compute the critical temperature T c for the onset of an exciton-polariton BEC, we assume that the excitons are confined using a box trap with infinitely high potential barriers for |x| , |y| ≥ D/2. The two-dimensional confinement induces a discrete spectrum E LP (k n x ,n y ) for the excitonpolaritons' energy where k n x ,n y = Q (Y ) + (n x , n y ) π D are the discrete momentum states around Q (Y ) for positive integers n x and n y . The critical temperature T c is computed using the Ketterlevan Druten criterion as [73] 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, N = ρ tot pol D 2 is the total number of exciton-polaritons in the box trap and ρ tot pol is the total polariton density. The Ketterle-van Druten criterion associates T c for BEC (for fixed trapping area and polariton density) as a crossover temperature to macroscopic occupation of the ground state when the combined occupancy of the excited states equals the total number of polaritons in the trapping area. The ground state at k 1,1 in which the BEC forms is explicitly excluded from the sum in (11) . An alternate criterion for T c is the Onsager criterion, which defines the crossover to a BEC when N 0 /N = 0.1 where N 0 is the number of particles in the ground state. This criterion provides a slightly lower estimate for the critical temperature T c than the Ketterle-van Druten criterion [45, 74] .
When choosing the polariton density ρ pol , we take into account that the exciton-polariton is a superposition of an exciton and a photon and that the excitonic component is distributed The relationship between detuning ∆ and the lattice constant a for a 0.07a central slab layer sandwiched by SP2 photonic crystal with a pore radius of 0.305a. The exciton recombination energy is 944 meV, which is that for 3 nm InGaAs QWs surrounded by 7 nm InP barriers. over multiple QWs. In particular, we must ensure that the average excitonic density in each QW remains below the saturation density, at which exciton-exciton collisions cause dissociation [2] . The excitonic density may not be the same in each QW because the exciton fraction, determined byΩ l,α,n,p,k , varies between the different QWs. According to Ref.
[57], the exciton saturation density is (5a B )
−2 , where a B is the excitonic Bohr radius. In 3 nm InGaAs QWs with 7 nm InP barriers, the exciton Bohr radius is 10 nm, yielding an excitonic saturation density of 400 µm −2 in one QW. To avoid excitonic dissociation, we choose polariton densities such that the effective exciton density in each QW remains below ρ max exc = (15a B ) −2 = 44 µm −2 . By considering three QWs in the central slab layer and a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV, the exciton fraction in each of the QWs is (3), (7b) and (8)). The collective coupling strength is Ω 2 = ∑ l Ω 2 l and the total exciton fraction of the polaritons is
6%. Subsequently, we choose a maximum polariton density per QW of ρ max pol = ρ max exc / f max , which in our case amounts to ρ max pol = (2.8a B ) −2 = 1.2 × 10 3 µm −2 . In Fig. 6 , we present numerical results of T c for various cavity lengths, detunings and number of QWs at a fixed polariton density per QW of ρ pol = (6.2a B ) −2 = 260 µm −2 . This polariton density per QW is chosen so as to ensure at zero detuning ( f max = 17%) that the exciton density in each QW remains below (15a B ) −2 . Our results suggest that a room-temperature excitonpolariton BEC is possible for a range of cavity lengths and for as few as three QWs. The dependence of T c on the cavity length D in Fig. 6(a) is consistent with the Mermin-Wagner theorem. T c tends slowly toward zero for increasingly large cavity sizes. However, T c decreases substantially only for cavity lengths greater than D ≈ 1 cm. Our results suggest that roomtemperature BEC is possible for cavity lengths 10 µm ≤ D ≤ 10 3 µm and for a modest polariton density per QW of (6.2a B ) −2 . Figure 6(b) shows that the critical temperature increases with coupling strength and detuning, consistent with expected rise of T c with dispersion depth V . In Fig. 6(c) , we observe that the greatest gains in T c occur by adding the first three QWs into the central slab layer. Although additional QWs in the cladding further elevate T c , they are not nearly as effective.
In Fig. 7 , we depict the effect of polariton density on the critical temperature T c . In Figs. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c), the maximum polariton density per QW is chosen to be (2.8a B ) −2 = 1.2 × 10 3 µm −2 . The critical temperature is clearly most sensitive to the density. As the interparticle spacing between the polaritons ρ −1/2 pol decreases, the temperature at which the de Broglie wavelength exceeds ρ −1/2 pol increases. Figure 7 (c) verifies that the critical temperature is also very sensitive to the detuning ∆ and that it is limited by the dispersion depth V . Together, our results in Figs. 6 and 7 suggest that with a cavity length of D = 50 µm −2 , a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV and with only three QWs in the central slab layer, room-temperature equilibrium BEC of exciton-polaritons is possible.
Effects of Structural Disorder
We now examine the effects of structural disorder on the critical temperature for excitonpolariton BEC. Such disorder may arise in the photonic crystal cladding and in the QW active layers during fabrication. We refer to these as photonic and electronic disorder, respectively.
We model photonic disorder by varying the pore radius r p between 0.296a and 0.314a throughout the entire photonic crystal cladding, representing a ±3% variation about the optimal 0.305a. We hold the lattice constant fixed at 516 nm, to enforce a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV for a 0.07a central slab layer surrounded by slanted pore photonic crystal with an ideal In (c), we consider a cavity length of D = 50 µm −2 and three quantum wells in the central slab layer (hΩ = 13.7 meV). The maximum polariton density per QW is chosen to be (2.8a B ) −2 = 1.2 × 10 3 µm −2 .
(average) pore radius of r p = 0.305a = 157 nm. For each pore radius, we assume that there are three QWs in the central slab layer. We first compute the remaining photonic band gap between the LP and the lower 3D band edge, relative to the central band gap frequency. As shown in Fig.  8(a) , the lower 3D band edge rises in frequency more rapidly with pore radius than the lowest 2D guided mode. Though the remaining PBG remains above 9% for each pore radius considered, the actual PBG in the presence of disorder is the intersection set of all PBGs generated by each of the pore radii. This actual PBG, indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 8(b) , remains 9.8% relative to the center frequency (887 meV). This suggests that up to a ±3% variation in pore radius, the LP remains within the band gap and is protected from radiative decay. The detuning ∆, the coupling strengthhΩ and the dispersion depth V for each of the pore radii are depicted in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) . Despite the increase in detuning with decreasing pore radius, the exciton fraction per QW of the LP is still 1% for a pore radius of r p = 0.296a = 152 nm. At this pore radius, the polariton-phonon scattering time is 50 ps. This is still below the exciton non-radiative decay time of 200 ps [40] , suggesting that exciton-polaritons can fully thermalize with the host lattice. By choosing the lattice constant a = 516 nm, to enforce a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV at a pore radius of 0.305a, the dispersion depth V falls slightly below k b T = 26 meV (for T = 300K) for a ±3% variation in pore radius, as shown by the lower blue curve in Fig. 8(d) . However, additional robustness to pore radius variations can be obtained by setting the lattice constant to a = 519 nm. This sets the detuning to ∆ = 40 meV for a pore radius of 0.305a and ensures that the dispersion depth V remains above 26 meV for a ±3% variation in the pore radius about r p = 0.305a, as shown by the upper green curve in Fig. 8(d) . Together, our results suggest that equilibrium room-temperature BEC of exciton-polaritons is robust to photonic structure variation of ±3%.
We also consider the effect of electronic-scale structural disorder in the QWs, in the form of small random variations in the QW width. This leads to variations in the excitonic energy in each QW. This inhomogeneous broadening is modeled by adding a fluctuation term ∆E l to the exciton energy in the l th QW: E as large as 10 meV. For each Gaussian distribution, we consider 10 5 random configurations and we compute the standard deviation of the vacuum Rabi splitting, the dispersion depth V and the critical temperature T c . We assume there are three QWs in a 0.07a central slab layer sandwiched by slanted pore photonic crystals with lattice constant a = 516 nm and a pore radius of 0.305a, yielding a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV in the absence of any disorder. For the calculation of T c , we assume a box trap with a side length of D = 50 µm and a polariton density per QW of (2.8a B ) −2 . Fluctuations in the vacuum Rabi splitting arising from electronic disorder are shown in Fig.  9(a) . The excitonic energy in the l th QW enters into the exciton-polariton coupling strength in the l th QW,Ω l,α,n,p,k , in Eq. (3). With only three QWs, the random fluctuations inΩ l,α,n,p,k remain important when performing the sum in (7b) and the variance in the vacuum Rabi splitting increases with increasing ∆E rms . The fluctuation in the dispersion depth V also increases with ∆E rms due to random variation of the detuning. The resulting fluctuation in the critical temperature T c is depicted in Fig. 9(b) . Our results suggest that for an inhomogeneous broadening of ∆E rms = 10 meV, the critical temperature fluctuates by 27 K about the value of 436 K. In other words, room temperature BEC in our system is robust to substantial amounts of structural disorder.
We consider the effect of homogeneous broadening of the exciton linewidth on the critical temperature T c . The QW exciton is homogeneously broadened due to scattering with longitudinal optical phonons. This mechanism also enables thermal equilibrium with the host lat- The detuning ∆ (blue curve) and the collective coupling strengthhΩ (red curve) and (d) the dispersion depth V versus the pore radius r p . In all cases, there are three InGaAs/InP QWs embedded in a 0.07a = 36 nm thick central slab layer layer. In Figs. 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c) , the lattice constant is held at a = 516 nm to enforce a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV when the pore radius is r p = 0.305a = 157 nm. In Fig. 8(d) , the lattice constant is a = 516 nm (lower blue curve) and a = 519 nm (upper green curve) to enforce detunings of ∆ = 35 meV and ∆ = 40 meV, respectively, when the pore radius is 0.305a. tice [75, 76] . A simplified treatment of homogeneous broadening [77] involves adding a term −iΓ to the exciton energy E exc (k) in Eq. (4). In this case, the vacuum Rabi splitting (at zero detuning ∆ = 0) becomes √ 4hΩ 2 − Γ 2 . The dispersion depth is given by [45]
Refs. [45, 75, 76] estimate Γ = 5.4 meV at room temperature for InGaAs QWs. Accounting for this homogeneous broadening reduces the dispersion depth by approximately 1 meV (with a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV and a light-matter coupling strength ofhΩ = 13.7 meV) to 39 meV. This dispersion depth can equivalently be obtained (in the absence of homogeneous broadening) by reducing the detuning ∆ to 34 meV. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, this has a minor effect on the critical temperature. Once again, the large positive detuning ensures that room temperature exciton-polariton BEC is robust to excitonic homogeneous broadening.
Conclusion
In summary, we have identified a slanted-pore photonic crystal structure sandwiching a planar central slab layer containing three InGaAs/InP QWs in which an equilibrium, room-temperature BEC of exciton-polaritons at near telecommunication frequencies can be obtained. The full three-dimensional photonic band gap (PBG) exhibited by the slanted pore crystals allows for strong light localization in the central active layer, facilitating strong coupling between excitons and planar guided photons within the 3D PBG. This strong light-matter coupling results in coherent, reversible exciton radiative recombination and normal mode splitting into lower and upper polariton branches. The full 3D PBG strongly inhibits the radiative decay of the lower polaritons into extraneous optical modes that can escape the system. This increases their lifetime up to the nonradiative decay timescale, allowing the polariton gas to reach thermal equilibrium with the host lattice, by polariton-phonon scattering. A high critical temperature for the onset of exciton-polariton BEC is obtained using a twofold strategy. The first is through the doubling of the polariton density available for BEC. This is achieved in the slanted pore architecture which breaks the x-y polarization degeneracy of polaritons in the quantum well region. This causes all polaritons created to equilibrate near a single wave-vector mode rather than dividing between two degenerate states. The second strategy is to increase the dispersion depth of the resulting non-degenerate lower-polariton branch by detuning the exciton recombination energy above the photonic cavity mode (positive detuning ∆). This leads to a lower polariton with a relatively small excitonic component, but sufficiently large to achieve rapid thermalization. We consider QWs composed of 3 nm InGaAs wells surrounded by 7 nm InP barriers as to allow for the emission of light at a wavelength of 1313 nm. Using three QWs in a 36 nm central slab layer surrounded by slanted pore photonic crystals with a 157 nm pore radius, we achieve a collective coupling strength ofhΩ = 13.7 meV. A lower polariton dispersion depth of 40 meV (remaining entirely within the 3D PBG) is obtained using a detuning of ∆ = 35 meV. Efficient polariton thermalization via polariton-phonon scattering is still possible.
We identify the optimal parameters in our proposed structure to obtain thermal equilibrium room-temperature exciton-polariton BEC. For a 0.07a central slab layer surrounded by slanted pores of radius 0.305a, a choice of a = 516 nm sets the detuning at ∆ = 35 meV. Considering a box trap for the polaritons with D = 50 µm and a polariton density per quantum well of (2.8a B ) −2 = 1.2 × 10 3 µm −2 , we obtain a critical temperature for the onset of an excitonpolariton BEC of 436 K. The bare exciton binding energy in our InGaAs/InP quantum well system is only 7 meV. In the absence of strong-coupling to the photonic cavity mode, the bare exciton would be unstable to dissociation by thermal fluctuations at such high temperature. However, as a result of strong light-matter coupling, the dispersion depth of 40 meV sets the temperature scale of stability of the polariton from thermal dissociation.
We demonstrated the robustness of equilibrium room-temperature exciton-polariton BEC to structural disorder in the photonic crystal and in the QWs. Our study of photonic disorder suggests that room-temperature BEC persists for variations of up to ±3% in the pore radius about the optimal value of 0.305a = 157 nm. Given the large positive detuning of the exciton from the strong coupled optical mode, we find considerable robustness to inhomogeneous broadening and homogeneous broadening due to longitudinal optical phonon scattering. For an exciton inhomogeneous broadening of 10 meV, the critical temperature fluctuates by only 27 K. For homogeneous broadening of the exciton linewidth by 5.4 meV in InGaAs QWs, the BEC critical temperature remains well above room temperature.
Our proposed structure could have applications as a polariton laser operating near telecommunication frequencies, well above room temeprature. A unique feature of the laser is the thermal equilibrium nature of our condensates. It has been shown [52] that polariton-polariton interactions within the condensate lead to coherence and antibunching of polaritons. This would then be expressed in the quantum statistics of the photons emitted by the laser. A polariton laser using our proposed structure would be "thresholdless," in the sense that there would be no pumping threshold required to replenish radiative losses and to enhance the so-called stimulated scattering of polaritons into the ground state. Due to the emission wavelength of about 1300 nm, it is possible to build such a laser using silicon photonic crystal claddings (instead of InP) sandwiching the InGaAs quantum wells. Given the slightly larger dielectric constant of silicon, the resulting larger 3D photonic band gap would provide even more robustness to the device.
